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Q1. Rewrite the following sentences according to the instructions given after each. Make 

other changes that may be necessary, but do not change the meaning of each sentence. 

1. I heard a noise and turned round. (Rewrite using participle) 

2. I determined to increase my salary. I managed a little farm. (Join using infinitive) 

3. We found that he was fighting for his life. (Rewrite using participle) 

4. My father always drives carefully. (Use: ‘care’) 

5. The mechanic has cut these telephone wires. (Change into passive voice) 

6. It is easy to write the answers of these questions. (Begin: Writing.....) 

7. The thief jumped over the fence. He escaped. (Join using participle) 

8. The Manager will call for a meeting. (Change into passive voice) 

9. We find the situations in our favour. (Rewrite using adjective form of ‘favour’) 

10. The people elected him President and gave him their support. (Begin: Having.....) 

11. Wearing uniform is compulsory in our school. (Begin: It is.....) 

12. She was angry at Saroja trying to lie to her. (Rewrite using finite verb of ‘trying’) 

13. The decorations are done by the children of the middle school. (Change the voice) 

14. She dressed beautifully. She wanted to impress the audience. (Join using infinitive) 

15. I want you to explain the matter. (Use: ‘explanation) 

 

Q2. Choose the correct form of the verb in the following sentences: 

1. Either my cousin or my friends............. (has/have) come to meet me. 

2. The Three Musketeers.............. (were/was) written by Dumas. 

3. The accountant and the cashier.............. (is/are) arrested. 

4. Neither his father nor his mother............. (have/has) come to see the programme. 

5. Each of these substances............ (is/are) found in India. 

6. The rise and fall of the tide............ (are/is) due to lunar influence. 

7. The cow as well as the horse............. (feed/feeds) on grass. 

8. Each of the boys............. (loves/love) to ride. 

9. Either he or I.............. (is/am) mistaken. 

10. The United States............. (has/have) a big navy. 

 

Q3. Fill in each of the numbered blanks with the correct form of the word given in 

brackets. Do not copy the passage but write in correct serial order the word or phrase 

appropriate to the blank space. 

The open drains are.....(1)..... (breed) grounds of mosquitoes and flies. They keep overflowing 

as they.....(2).... (not clean) regularly. The garbage bins cannot contain all the refuse that is 

....(3).... (dispose) into them. The roads....(4).... (be) narrow. The Municipality....(5).... (try) to 

tackle the problem since last month. We, the residents,......(6)..... (decide) to lend a helping 

hand, but we....(7).... (not get) any positive response yet. We ....(8).... (be) hopeful that we 

will be able to spread awareness among the residents .....(9)..... (keep) their surroundings 

clean. We are looking forward....(10).... (visit) the Chairman tomorrow to discuss our agenda. 
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